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I I consider a class of light-cone integrals typical

* to one-loop calculations in the two-component formalism,

j For the particular cases considered, convergence is ver-

g ified though the results cannot be expressed as a finite

| SUM of elementary functions.
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1. Introduction

In the evaluation of one-loop diagrams (such as the

"swordfish" diagrams) in the two-component formalism of

the light-cone gauge, one finds integrals of the type

(1.1)

and

J r*(r-q>* i^%r*J
(1.2)

where the measure dr according to the dimensional regu-

lar isation technique is defined over an analytically con-

tinued space-time of 2w dimensions.

Right from the start one should be aware that na-

ive shifts of integration variable are not permissible in

light-cone integrals which are linearly divergent by power

counting assessment [1]. Happily none of the above inte-

grals falls into this category and for convenience I con-

sider the shifted versions

!

and
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instead of equations U.I) and (1.2). Raro I troat the

singularity at r* * 0 according to the proscription first

by S*Mand«lstai* 12], naiMly

JL-
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2. Evaluation of Y(p,q)

Using th« standard procedure of exponentiating

propagators, aquation (1.1*) becomes

- ot4 a (2.2)

. Í2.3)

Resolving the momentum integral through the employ-

ment of Nandelstam prescription, equation(1.3) #one obtains

(3)

GLIM. «rrft-y.) í^r*r1^ ^ ^ r

' •

where

(2.5)

6;* • ^tf +<$<£ - ttcfcj" - <£ (2.7)



V
(2.11)

>* • V*^ 12.12)

In order to carry out thm y-integration, first I

expand the denominator of the integrands in power series

I
d-Ca)

Í2.13)

so that now, the y-integrations can be expressed in terms

of beta functions and hyperoeowetric functions of two vari-

ables 14]

!.14)

Isolating the k - 1 tent of the su* and employing

the following functional relations for the hypergeometric

functions (5]



- JL

(2.15)

-*'

(2.17)

(2.11)

and expanding, wh«r«v«r n«c«ssary, Cor w •» 2 on* g«t«

«n

Ji (i. -ui). (2.

Furthermore, using th« «xpansion (4]

(2.20)

the final expression for K is written ••
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3. Evaluation of

Th« «valuation of K^ (p,q) follows in a co»pl«-

t«ly analogous way. Aft«r the y-integrations ar« psrfonMd

th« r*sult is

which yislds

«-1 (k+O

. z; M
J (2.23)



The explicit calculation showed that the integral

defined in equation (1.2) has its pole part cancelled out.

It suggests that in the Nandelsta» prescription the trans-

versal components of the vector aoaentu», r* , over the

longitudinal component, r+# yield a CO as far as power

couutin* is concerned. There reaains to be seen whether

the loner limit for n can be determined accurately. In

any case, it is interesting to note that this pattern of

convergence for wowentu» integrals iu the light-cone gauge

"à Ia" Nandelsta» is characteristic of this gauge.
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